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Chilypep worked with young people

to break down and explore the

barriers to youth engagement and

youth voice, working with them to

come up with a series of

recommendations for Create

Sheffield, and its partner

organisations, to take forward.

Create Sheffield is the name for Sheffield’s Local Cultural Education Partnership.  The
charitable company works in partnership with arts, culture, education and voluntary

sector organisations across the city to find ways to inform, inspire and include all children
and young people aged 0-24 in the experience of and participation in high quality arts,

cultural and creative experiences.
 

It’s often the case that adults shape what is on offer creatively for children and young
people, thinking that they know what children and young people want and need. Create
Sheffield is passionate about the importance of children and young people having a say
in the design of work that is created for them, and Create Sheffield holds a vision to form
a group made up of diverse young people whose voices will be involved in shaping arts

and cultural work in Sheffield in the future.
  

Create Sheffield commissioned Chilypep to lead on our Youth Voice commission and
write this report, with two specific aims:

1.      To research and report on any existing offers for young people to get involved in the
development and design of arts and cultural opportunities that they are involved in within

Sheffield.
 

2.      To work with a group of young people to explore the opportunities and barriers to
creating a youth voice group for the city.

Sophie Hunter, Programme Manager, Create Sheffield

Introduction
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What you'll gain from getting involved:
- Training in youth voice, influence and organising

- Support and inspire future young creatives to engage in the arts
- Link into a network of future career prospects within the arts 

- Increase youth participation within the arts
- Co-create a digital exhibition of your work

- The opportunity to gain an arts award qualification

Chilypep is a youth work organisation with 20 years experience of engaging young

people in youth participation work. We work with children and young people,

supporting them to influence and improve their lives and communities they are a

part of. Chilypep does this through empowerment and participation in a

challenging, fun and action packed way. We have been nationally recognised for

our best practice models of youth engagement. 

Chilypep carried out a mapping exercise of organisations and individuals working within the arts and creative

sector in Sheffield and in total approached 31 organisations to take part in one-to-one interviews with us. The

interviews were a chance to find out more about how organisations were engaging young people, who they

were engaging, in which ways young people were getting involved, what youth voice and participation work

was going on in the city, and to explore the barriers to youth engagement and youth voice work.

Chilypep worked with young

people to break down and

explore the barriers to youth

engagement and youth voice,

working with them to come up

with a series of recommendations

for Create Sheffield, and its

partner organisations, to take

forward.

Introduction

Mapping Sheffield’s
Creative World

Given that this work began at the beginning of lockdown and during a global pandemic that hugely impacted

on the arts and cultural sector, several organisations were on furlough, however we still managed to engage 17

organisations in the consultation exercise. Those organisations we spoke to are highlighted on the map.

Interviews were conducted via Zoom or over the phone with 13 organisations, whilst a further 5 responded to

the survey monkey (1 of these had already taken part in a phone interview and 1 was an unknown organisation).

We used semi structured interviews to open up and guide discussions (see appendix for interview questions).
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Chilypep began working with Create Sheffield in April 2020 to map the current youth voice in the creative arts
industries across Sheffield and engage young people in conversations around what ‘good’ youth voice

practice should, and could, look like. This report details the findings of the consultations with arts and creative
organisations, as well as with young creatives who engaged in a series of workshops exploring

 youth voice and participation.



           From both the mapping process, and the
       direct conversations with individuals, it is evident          
that there is an array of arts and cultural organisations
working with young people in and around Sheffield.
The focus of the organisations we approached varied,
from more traditional museums to projects engaging        
young people in heritage-based activities, drama,                           
circus skills, music, theatre, participatory art,
                 poetry, animation… 
                    the list goes on!

       The majority of organisations we spoke
    to seemed to engage young people in shorter-term  
 projects, ranging from one-off activities and events, to
termly or year-long programmes with young people. A
few organisations did have longer term groups of young
people they worked with, and as such were able to work
with these young people more around ‘youth voice’
predominantly at an organisational level. The majority of
organisations we spoke to said they’d really value 
having a more ‘city-wide’ creative group of 
       young people in place that they could work 
          with to influence and shape the sector more     
                                     strategically.

                                    All organisations shared in 
                             common an enthusiasm about art
                         and creativity being in easy reach of young                     
                   people within the city and trying to make their offer
           accessible and wide reaching. Organisations were 
         honest and open about the barriers they faced in relation
to accessibility, with capacity and funding being integral to this.
There was no doubt creativity in how the organisations tried to
engage young people, and what their offer to young people
was, but several cited difficulties in reaching as wide an 
              audience as they would ideally like to for their work.
 

Consulting creative organisations1.
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As part of this project Chilypep mapped out creative organisations working with
young people in Sheffield, who we then approached to speak to about youth

engagement and youth voice work. Some of the organisations we approached were,
understandably, unable to speak to us due to the pandemic and the impact on the

sector at this time.

Organisations we did engage in interviews around this work included: Andro & Eve,
Bloc Projects, Bright Box Maker Space, Chol Theatre, Greentop Circus, Growtheatre,

Hive, Kurious Arts, Museums Sheffield, Sheffield DocFest, Sheffield Industrial
Museums, Sheffield Theatres, Site Gallery, Third Angel, and Womp Space.

 

Add a heading

GLOAM 

Sheffield creative organisations mapped!
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Chilypep has created an interactive google map and a graphic
mapping of creative organisations working with young people in

Sheffield. We would love to grow and develop this - if you would like
your organisation adding please contact Create Sheffield:

contactus@createsheffield.co.uk!



We asked all interviewees who they worked in partnership with, be these formal/
informal partnerships. Several organisations said that they spent a lot of time trying to

build partnerships, and that there were often capacity issues here as it can take time to
build relationships. The most commonly cited partnerships included working with

schools, local universities and youth groups in order to try to engage young people.
Other partnerships included faith groups, community groups, parents/carers, other

creative organisations (both local and national), libraries and community spaces. Only
two organisations said they had partnered with commercial companies.

Partnerships were seen as integral to really trying to engage young people who might
not otherwise access the spaces and activities offered to them otherwise, and formed

part of ‘recruitment’ and engagement strategies for organisations, particularly in
relation to more marginalised groups, such as LGBTQ+ young people, or young carers
for example. These partnerships often took time to grow but were invaluable to those

we spoke to.

Engagement of young people was a core part of the work for all those organisations
we spoke with, and often came with its own set of difficulties and barriers to overcome.
Generally speaking, organisations seemed to use similar tools and techniques to
engaging young people initially in their work/ opportunities, including:
               

Engagement techniques

Partnerships

       
*Workshops as an initial engagement tool
      

             
*Outreach work – going to young
people as opposed to getting
them to know to you  was seen
as vital, but does have resource
implications 
  

*Organisations said it was
important to have the time and
capacity to be able to test out
different engagement methods,
and to see what did and didn’t
work and learn from this.
However, capacity to do this was
often an issue..

            
*Putting on exhibitions, activities,
events, festivals, competitions,
courses
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Across the board, organisations spoke about trying to both engage ‘universally’ with
young people (e.g. through targeting young people through schools/ youth settings
etc), and also through a more targeted approach to enable them to work with certain
demographics of young people within the city. The latter approach was seen as really
valuable but was more time consuming and often a way of engaging smaller, but more
targeted groups of young people. Partnerships with youth charities, such as Sheffield
Young Carers, SAYiT, Sheffield Futures and Chilypep were cited as avenues for
engaging young people. 

In terms of who the organisations were trying to engage in such targeted work, those
communities of young people cited included young people with Special Educatoinal
Needs and Disabilities (SEND), Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans, Queer (LGBTQ+), ethnic
minorities, working class, home educated young people, young carers and young
people at risk of exploitation. 

Some organisations took a neighbourhood approach to engagement, for example
engaging with young people through certain libraries or schools within a certain area(s)
of the city. When we asked people if they felt the young people they engaged
were representative of young people living in Sheffield, they perhaps obviously, stated
that they weren’t always representative, but felt they did engage quite a wide range of
young people. Across the organisations there was a wide age range that people
worked with, from primary school age children up to adulthood.

Who are we engaging with?
A common theme in the interviews was the desire to engage with a
more diverse range of young people, with the majority of
organisations we spoke to particularly saying they wanted to
engage more Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) communities
of young people within their work, recognising that those they
engaged were not always representative of the ethnic diversity of
the city. Several organisations said that 'who' they engaged with
was often ‘pot-luck’ and unless they did targeted recruitment then it
was typically middle-class white young people who traditionally
engaged, and so was not always representative of the Sheffield
community. Levels of diversity in engagement did of course range
across the organisations, and where they were located sometimes
played a role in this too.
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This was an interesting question! Primarily organisations related the term ‘participation’
more towards young people’s engagement within a particular project or activity. ‘Youth
voice’ however was seen as more ‘youth led’, where young people had the opportunity
to ‘create’ or ‘lead’ their own programmes of activities and be involved at a variety of
levels within this. Being able to take risks, and being prepared to truly hear what young
people have to say, see things from their perspective and trust young people were
seen as vital elements of any youth voice work. 

When asked if they were doing any youth voice activity within their organisations, the
majority of people we spoke to felt that they weren’t really at this stage as of yet, but
ultimately wanted to get there with this and ‘do more’. Interestingly however when we
spoke about what they felt youth voice was and explored this some more, several
organisations did come up with more examples of positive participation or youth voice
work that they were doing, or had undertaken.

The next page highlights examples of youth voice activity going on across the sector
that were shared with us by those organisations we interviewed.

What is youth voice/ participation?

Examples of youth voice activity…

“Youth voice gives young people a platform for expression,
leadership and responsibility”

“Within participation there is an element of collaboration and 
co-production, working together on a shared goal. 

Youth voice is more ‘unfiltered’, a platform for young people. 
Young people do have a voice, we just need to platform it”.

“Participation encompasses general strategies of engagement; 
an evolving ecosystem you are constantly tweaking through
processes of refining engagement. Within youth voice work, 

young people are stakeholders and they shape the programme: 
‘by them, for them’”. .
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Positive practice - youth voice
The following positive practice examples of youth voice activity were provided to us through the
interviews with creative organisations. For more examples of positive practice, or to share your

own, please contact Create Sheffield! 

Bright Box Maker Space – piloting young people running a summer programme of activities and
doing all the programming

Chol Theatre - “We are in the beginning of a programme called Tall Shadows that is designed for
the young people to co-produce the project alongside us. The aims of this project is to allow
young people to have a say and be heard. All of our work is underpinned by with our equal

players methodology, in which the main aim is to co-create together”.
 

DocFest – Youth Jury Programme for young people aged 16-22 years
 

Greentop Circus – ‘Troupe’: a performance company for up to 15 young people who co-create
performances and roadshows.

 
Growtheatre – In their youth theatres young people co-create theatrical pieces. 

At the beginning children/ young people are asked their expectations of putting on a play and
often they speak of their experiences through schools. Growtheatre work very differently to this,

wanting rather to create work with young people. There’s an ongoing dialogue with young people
throughout, with young people involved in the entire process from choosing the artform, 

content and stories, through to evaluating the process.

HIVE - “I guess everything we do is youth
voice, encouraging people to find their own voice, to use their own voice, to not feel like they

have to sound like somebody else which is what people often think when they get into writing,
and to realise their potential to challenge themselves to take risks with a voice, to feel like they're
allowed to have a voice, that their experience is valid, and also very often, particularly when we're

doing work around an issue based stuff that they also have advice, and experience that gives
insight and could support their peers.” 

 
Kelham Island Museum – Museum Makers: Group meets every other week to work on activities,

exhibition planning, workshops, heritage activities, climate change and industry. 
 

Site Gallery -  Society of Young Explorers meets weekly, with the young people shaping the
programme. Former young people involved have progressed to be on the Site Board.
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All organisations recognised that it takes time to build relationships with young people, and
likewise time to meaningfully engage young people, and sadly time was often something that
was missing, this linked into how organisations were able to work with young people, with one
organisation saying that: “there is a need to be ‘agile’ and ‘flexible’ when working with young
people and often time that people have/ don’t have impacts on the ability to do this.”

Equally it was recognised that partnerships are vital to this work, but take time to build, and
time was always a factor in that often, due to funding, time is often tight. 

Smaller organisations said that all the policies and procedures
you have to put in place when working with young people can
be a real barrier. Whilst they understood why these were in
place and their importance, as a small organisation having to
swiftly develop safeguarding policies and procedures and the
necessary policies to work with young people was a large piece
of work that took time and experience that they didn’t always
have. Ultimately this sometimes prevented them from being
able to just get on doing the work that they wanted to with
young people.

Barriers to youth voice
Whilst there was a strong desire to build on and integrate youth voice work within the sector, there

were some evident barriers that came out of the interviews. These tended to be entwined with
capacity, funding and resources available to truly enable organisations to enact their visions around

this, as well as engaging young people within this work. The overarching barriers were:

Capacity/ funding

Processes & paperwork

Organisations spoke about how they just didn’t have capacity to carry out
youth voice work in the way they wanted to. Only 2 of the organisations
we worked with said they had ‘youth participation’ workers to lead on this
work, whereas others just had to try to do any participation or youth voice
work on top of their workload. This all came down to funding, and the
fact that they just didn’t have the necessary funding to purely focus on
youth voice within their own organisations. As people were often not
employed as participation workers, this also meant they had to learn
these youth engagement and participation skills, as opposed to being
recruited with this role in mind.
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Another common question was ‘where do we find young people and how do we engage
them?’ Whilst several organisations linked with schools in order to engage young people
within their work, there were gaps in terms of wider youth engagement, with a common barrier
being the time and capacity that organisations had for targeted work such as this, and time to
build relationships and partnerships. 

Whilst engaging young people in schools was seen as really vital, this came with it's own set of
difficulties, such as teachers 'selecting' students to engage. Some said that they knew there
were some really creative young people ‘out there’ but they didn’t know how to find them or
tap into this potential and this was seen as a real shame. It was generally said that once
organisations did build relationships with young people these were maintained and
engagement was long-term.

Barriers to youth voice
Engaging young people 

Young people 'moving on'

Those organisations we spoke with who were doing youth voice activity and longer term
engagement of young people, spoke about the barrier found in young people ‘moving on’.
They would get to a point where they’d worked with a group of young people who get to a
stage where they’re taking on youth voice work, but then they leave and that cycle repeats. 

Linked to this engagement work was the idea that you
need to have a different skills base to engage and work
with young people, which organisations said they did not
always have. Some felt that whilst they did a lot of work
with young people, some staff felt more confident in youth
engagement than others, and that there needed to be
training and development around working with young
people. There was a recognition that 'youth work' is a skill
in it's own right , and one that people didn't automatically
have.
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interviews and a barrier that prevented a diverse range of young people from engaging in this
work. This was mirrored in the workshops with the young creatives, with them talking about
how ‘art’ and ‘creativity’ is undervalued in society and pressures around educational attainment
placed upon young people do not help with this.

Secondly, some organisational representatives felt that the arts spaces in Sheffield were
‘hidden’ and inaccessible to young people. This links to the perceptions of this space from the
young creatives, but there were also some practical issues, such as the physical location of
spaces and how accessible these spaces are to young people with language, physical or
mental health needs for example. There was an acknowledgment that in order to truly engage
young people there is a need to ‘go to where young people are’ and that expecting young
people to come to venues to engage can be a barrier in its own right.

Engaging young people takes time and resources. It often takes a long time to build trusting
relationships with young people for them to get to a stage whereby they feel comfortable to
participate in a given activity or project. Using a youth work approach to starting where a young
person is at can be an invaluable engagement tool, but one that takes time and capacity. 

By going to where young people are, be this community settings, local youth groups, libraries,
parks, or other venues this can remove some of these barriers to engagement and allows
organisations to foster relationships with young people in spaces that they frequent and feel
comfortable in. Once these relationships are built young people will be much more likely to
feel comfortable coming out of these spaces and into city-centre based creative organisations
for example. If young people can have more ownership over these spaces then this in turn will
create more youth friendly venues that in turn will increase accessibility of these spaces, and
the arts, to young people. 

Accessibility

Barriers to youth voice
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One of the main points coming from organisations was their desire
and need to engage with ‘more diverse’ communities and for their
engagement to be representative of the youth population of
Sheffield, as such accessibility came out as a key issue.

The issue around accessibility was two-fold. Firstly, several
representatives of organisations spoke about the ‘inaccessibility’ of
the arts world to young people. Perceptions around ‘is this for me?’,
‘am I creative enough?’, ‘what can I bring/ offer?’ and the idea of the
creative sector being ‘gentrified’, were common themes in the 



When we asked what the ‘vision’ for youth voice would be, several interviewees spoke of
wanting to, in time, really embed youth voice within their organisation. There were a range of

methods by which people felt they may do this, but the most commonly cited was to develop
‘youth advisory groups’, diversify their trustee boards to include more young people, set up

‘youth steering boards’ or ‘young ambassadors groups’.

 
There was a desire amongst several of those we spoke to for there to be a ‘youth advisory board’

of young creatives for Sheffield, which organisations could link into, consult and work with, as
well as wanting to set up their own internal participation groups to steer internal work. It was felt
that Create Sheffield was well to explore the idea of some sort of ‘creative youth advisory board’

further and to act as a network for organisations within the City.

Youth voice 'vision'
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What you'll gain from getting involved:
- Training in youth voice, influence and organising

- Support and inspire future young creatives to engage in the arts
- Link into a network of future career prospects within the arts 

- Increase youth participation within the arts
- Co-create a digital exhibition of your work

- The opportunity to gain an arts award qualification

Chilypep's vision for this consultation exercise was to firstly engage a group of young creatives aged 18-24

in consultation around youth participation and youth voice within the creative sector, and then work with

this group to go out and do further consultation and engagement work with other young people aged 13-18

and to work collectively to develop a youth voice strategy for Create Sheffield. Unfortunately the pandemic

hit as we commenced the project, and this shifted how we were able to engage young people within the

project, due to organisations working predominantly online during this time. 

Instead we adapted our project plans to focus on engaging young creatives aged 18-24 in a series of online

workshops focusing on youth voice in the arts. This was out of recognition that, through training these

young creatives in youth facilitation and group work skills, these passionate young creatives would be well

placed to shape the 'next stage' of youth engagement within the project. How they feel this could be done

is included in the series of recommendations which this group of young creatives helped to shape and

develop (see page 25).

 

Chilypep offered two online taster sessions as a starting point for young creatives to engage in, find out

more and shape the project. These were shared widely across social media platforms, as well as across the

arts and youth sector networks that Chilypep and Create Sheffield have connections with. We had 20

young people sign up for the taster sessions, although with some dropping out we ended up with 6

attending across both sessions. We used the taster sessions as an opportunity for the young people to find

out more about the project, and for them to shape what the 'programme' would look like. 

Following the taster sessions we developed a series of workshops for the young creatives to take part in.

These workshops were promoted to any of the young creatives who attended or signed up to the taster

sessions, but were also open events on Eventbrite to encourage new young people to engage.

Each workshop covered a theme or subject area that the young people had said they wanted to learn more

about, or talk about further. The programme was as follows:

Workshop 1: Group work and youth voice

Workshop 2: Youth voice, participation and influencing

Workshop 3: Overcoming the barriers to youth engagement and youth voice

Workshop 4: Youth voice in the arts - what's next?

Attendance at each workshop varied from 4-5 participants, with 8 young creatives taking part overall (some

of whom had not attended an initial taster session). At the end of the workshop series the young people

said they wanted to continue to meet and to develop their own youth facilitation and engagement skills,

and so set up a private Facebook group to continue their engagement and conversations.

A breakdown of what was covered at each taster session and workshop is detailed on the following pages.

2. Engaging young creatives
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What you'll gain from getting involved:
- Training in youth voice, influence and organising

- Support and inspire future young creatives to engage in the arts
- Link into a network of future career prospects within the arts 

- Increase youth participation within the arts
- Co-create a digital exhibition of your work

- The opportunity to gain an arts award qualification

The 2 taster sessions took place on Zoom (one on 20th July 2020 and another on 28th July 2020). 20 young

people booked onto the sessions, with 6 young people attending across both sessions. The young people were

all within the 18-24 age range and self-defined as 'young creatives'. They were incredibly passionate about the

creative sector, with several pursuing careers within the sector, and so had a vested interested within the

project from the point of wanting to make the sector more accessible to young people.  

The taster session included: getting to know you exercises/ icebreakers, a presentation around Create

Sheffield, Chilypep and youth voice in the arts, and a consultation with young people about what they would

like from being involved in the project.

As a result of the consultation exercise from the taster sessions we designed a series of workshops, promoted

through Eventbrite, for young creatives to engage in over August/September. The young people chose which

topics they would like to explore during the sessions, how long they would like these to be and how these

would best run.

Those who did not attend a taster session but had expressed interest were sent a copy of the taster session

presentation and activities we ran and information about the workshops to follow.

Taster sessions
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What you'll gain from getting involved:
- Training in youth voice, influence and organising

- Support and inspire future young creatives to engage in the arts
- Link into a network of future career prospects within the arts 

- Increase youth participation within the arts
- Co-create a digital exhibition of your work

- The opportunity to gain an arts award qualification

Starting and finishing at the set times

Leave it at the door policy, not taking anything with you and checking in

Any idea's a good idea

Confidentiality is important, share the message not the messenger, don't share peoples

personal stories.

Try everything policy- opportunity to do something, give it a go first before shooting it down

Constructive criticism is helpful in doses

More time after sessions, opportunity to use a laptop instead of a notebook for notes

Listen to everyone, all voices matter give people time to say everything, give other people

the chance to speak

Everyone entitled to an opinion

Being allowed to use the chat instead of talking if needed at all

Making room forum policies- this is right space, right people to discuss this, and the right

time to discuss it    

Four young people attended this workshop. The session included an icebreaker, setting a group

agreement, and an introduction to group work theory, planning and reflective practice in a

youth voice context. Through this young people were able to begin exploring what 'youth voice'

within the creative sector means to them within a safe and supportive space. 

We explored groupwork models and theories, such as the theory of group development and

the change in dynamics over group time (Tuckman, 1965), NAOMIE model of reflection and

reflective practice. Young people said they wanted to begin looking at group work theories

together with the view to engaging other young people in such groupwork around 'youth voice'

in the future. These resources (found in the appendix) were made into a document for young

people to take away and use outside of the sessions and in their future roles.

The young people agreed the following group agreement for the project: 

Workshop 1: Group work and youth voice
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What you'll gain from getting involved:
- Training in youth voice, influence and organising

- Support and inspire future young creatives to engage in the arts
- Link into a network of future career prospects within the arts 

- Increase youth participation within the arts
- Co-create a digital exhibition of your work

- The opportunity to gain an arts award qualification

  Who needs to be on board?
What needs to be in place for the project to take off?
What is holding it back?
What will really make it fly?
What might be holding it back? (page 19)

What is participation/ youth voice? - we looked over common definitions, and reflected
on our own experiences of these words (see appendix).

Ladder of participation - using the 'ladder of participation' we looked at what 'good'
participation looks like (see appendix).

Wippy principles  - we looked at the 'WIPPY principles', a set of involvement principles
developed in Sheffield around how best to involve young people in participation work. We
particularly focused on how you can use these as a planning tool for positive participation
practice (see appendix).

Hot air balloon activity - we went on to use a hot air balloon activity to explore, in relation
to any youth voice work, in more depth:

Aspirations within theatre and the creative sector

'What society should be like'

'Nothing about me without me'

4 young people attended this workshop. The session

focused on ‘an introduction to participation, youth voice

and influencing'.

Icebreaker - we worked with young people to create a

flower. Each young person added on their own petal with

something that was important to them. Collectively we

looked at what we had in common and put these things in

the middle. 

The following key themes of interest emerged:

 

  

Workshop 2: Youth voice, participation &
influencing
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What you'll gain from getting involved:
- Training in youth voice, influence and organising

- Support and inspire future young creatives to engage in the arts
- Link into a network of future career prospects within the arts 

- Increase youth participation within the arts
- Co-create a digital exhibition of your work

- The opportunity to gain an arts award qualification

Hot Air BalloonBasket

Balloon

Tethering Ropes

Above the
balloon

Crosswinds

Who needs to be on board?

What needs to be in
place for the project to

take off?

What is holding it
back?

What will really make
it fly?

What might blow the project off
course?

               Parents / guardians
                Young people
Teachers, Schools and colleges  (work placement
departments etc)
Facilitators- diverse (so feel represented, seen and heard),
younger (young professionals/peers) excited and passionate
(Peer support), 

Travel, price, other commitments.
organisations/workers without open
minds and not listening and not realising/
taking for granted the resource of YP.
Second guessing based on past things not
working (organisation + YP)
Mistrust
Inflexibility of adults in views  unable to
change mindset, scared of change

Arts organisations views on
it, getting it done,
Transparency with
organisation and YP so not
get disappointment
Spoken to as just normal
people

Enthusiastic people who
really believe in the
project and the heights it
can reach
Listening to each other,
giving up on the power
control
Working with each others
ideas
Unique that sets it apart
from other things 

Disillusioned in the middle of a
project could cause tension, cliques
could form of opposing ideas
Trying to do so much that don't
really achieve anything, big
expectation and disappointed
Funding, time, staff capacity 
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What you'll gain from getting involved:
- Training in youth voice, influence and organising

- Support and inspire future young creatives to engage in the arts
- Link into a network of future career prospects within the arts 

- Increase youth participation within the arts
- Co-create a digital exhibition of your work

- The opportunity to gain an arts award qualification

5 young people attended this workshop exploring the barriers to youth participation/ youth voice that

came out of interviews with organisations. We went through each of the barriers and explored these

more, before working with the young people on creating a 'problem tree' to consider what they felt

was the biggest barrier, which in this case was funding and capacity within the sector to truly realise

youth voice work. 

The barriers were broken into the following themes to explore:

Time
Organisations told us it was hard to engaged 'marginalised' groups due to the time this takes.

Having time to try things out and get things wrong was difficult time-wise

It takes time to form much needed partnerships and relationships

Staff and finance
There's often a lack of capacity and funding for participation work

No set 'participation' worker time or dedicated role!

Accessibility is an issue, as is access to space and young person friendly accessible spaces

Financial barriers to engagement - some organisations have minimal funding to engage young people and

sometimes have to charge young people to take part which in itself is another barrier to diversity in

engagement

Additional barriers
Processes and procedures

People thinking 'this may not be for me'

Adults 'selecting' young people to engage - how do we engage them directly?

Society and the way we frame the arts

 
Young people's responses to these barriers, in their own words, are recorded on the pages that follow.

Workshop 3: Overcoming the barriers to
youth engagement & youth voice 
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Workshop 3: Overcoming the barriers to
youth engagement & youth voice  

Time and money equate to being the same thing. What they mean when they say
time is that they don’t have the money.
Prioritising that time for that activity comes from money 
Not seeing things in the long term – general society thing. People rent investing in
short term. Young people investment will pay off – people either don’t see that or
can’t see 10 years in advance as they are trying to keep themselves afloat now.
Win now – not having the ‘time’ to get things wrong. No time to form partnerships
and relationships. My running for longer – more sustainable output. If you don’t make
the relationships and partnerships the projects will fail. Needs to be room for
development as opposed to instant gratification. 
Tick boxes for ‘short term outcomes’ – short term working with young people getting
into the arts is not going to be easily achievable 
Not expecting quantifiable results. 
Allowing for the growth of things to go wrong – development. More qualitive rather
than just numbers 
Its only hard to engage marginalised groups because there is no staff from those
groups. If they had staff in those communities the relationships should already be
there. Engaging with marginalised groups from a certain perspective is the issue and
reason why it’s difficult to engage. 
Valuable resources but need to also be valued as people 
Projects – need more low pressure with no sharing or performance 
We do a lot of school engagement at xxx (organisation) – differs the engagement if
the young people are in school time and uniform
Time and getting it wrong – it’s so important to get things wrong and time to learn

Time - what young people said...
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Young people paying to take part: really important because it’s all the same people
who end up going into the sector and perpetuates those roles 
Free spaces – it can help but perpetuates as you end up wasting time due to
monitoring and ensuring you’re eligible 
COVID – enabled streamlining applications 
Having project workers that look similar to you and are well diverse is really important
– proven to increase retention rates in minorities 
Huge access issues to disabled, deaf and neuro diverse – so difficult. The funding is so
hard to get, why do any people don’t apply.
Participation roles – if the staff aren’t there then it will lead to that young people
struggling and not wanting to participate – if the session isn’t ran well? Then word of
mouth of bad reputation
Priorities of organisation – why is it not seen to not be important to have a participation
role. Changing perceptions within the sector 
Stems from society – how we choose to view things in general. If it doesn’t make
money? How do we change the mindset so that the value is not just monetary value?
Needs to be a top down thing – pushing up in priority in the funding apps

Staff and finance - what young people said...

Adults selecting – playing into favouritism? If it’s in a
class, they may feel that they won’t get picked so then
why even bother going to do something like that. 
Going in as soon as possible when young people are
tiny. Get kids engaged in some kind of activities in the
different arts – this can help. 
Lots of these exact issues with summer schools at xxx.
6-11 year old summer school. It’s the busiest one –
everyone there is there because they have been paid to
be there. Something to do about this? Bursaries? We
only fund the young people in older & middle brackets –
we’re dealing with the problem far too late. 

Additional barriers - what young people said...

Needs early intervention, and people past the intervention stage in order to support
them.
Financially unviable to make the sessions free or offer bursaries to much more people.
What you are exposed to when you’re really little are really informative to who you are.
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The problem tree
Active. facilitated, supported

conversations between project
workers, and funders/donors

Process being done in
conversation over funding form

Funders/ donors know more about
the groundwork

Funding individuals, getting more
funding to grassroots

Local communities funded, take
more chances, stop just funding

the 'norm'

More funding to smaller projects/ mid
level/ varied jobs

Funders listening to people on the
ground about what outcomes should be

 If opportunity present to funders so
they can see it

Less about having a good time/ fun -
based around money

Branches: larger orgs reliant on statistics

Box ticking/ hoops to jump through

Diversity and retention left on the wayside

Performative involvement valued by
funders

 Admin of filling in
funding form/ cost of

time doing that

No conversation between
funders and

groundworkers

Not open minded about
qualitative data over

quantitative

Profit / perspective over
people

Funding: ways they get funding doesn't
value participation - they value

outcomes/ numbers

Societal problem

Capitalism - numbers, profit most important

Politicians/ famous people

Conversations between
groundworkers/ funders donors - them

not existing, now a barrier to future of
culture for that to happen

Change is slow

Young people grow up fast

More removed from the people
accessing it - numbers are all that you
see/ understand at that level - hard to

emotionally connect

Larger orgs/ companies get more funding, or
more people accolades, that doesn't mean

that you're better than other people 

Key to the tree!
Trunk – what is the problem?
Roots – what causes it?
Branches – effects?
Leaves – solutions?

'Funding' within the sector
was the issue that young
people chose to focus on...
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3 young people attended this session. This session was a chance to meet Sophie from

Create Sheffield and collectively look at how to overcome barriers to youth engagement/

youth voice in the arts, which have been fed into the recommendations within this report.

Ice breaker - What would your autobiography be called and why? A fun and quick way to

get to know someone, their situation and what's important to or has impacted their lives. 

Recap - In this session we went through an overview of all the work we had done in

previous workshops, stopping to look at some of the theory young people had missed in

previously. We also went through what young people's recommendations were as a

result of those to see if anyone had anything to add or that they felt was most important.

What's next? - For the second half of the workshop we had an open discussion with

Sophie about the future potential and directions that the youth voice work could move

forward and how the young people would like to see that happening. 

The young creatives were very mindful that they are a small group, with an interest in the

arts, and by that nature are not representative of all young people across Sheffield.

Throughout the workshops they were very keen for diversity to be widened, both across

the sector, as well as within the group and felt this was something that needed to be well

considered were a steering group of some sorts to be established going forward.

The group came up with some ideas around how they could widen representation, such

as going out to consult with other young people and their communities and taking their

collective views and ideas forward, having seats on the group of specific communities of

interest, and to ensure recruitment to any group from a variety of Sheffield postcodes.

They also suggested that the young people within the group could change each year to

open up the opportunity to new young people.

Workshop 4: Youth voice in the arts in
Sheffield - What's next? 
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3. Recommendations
As a result of interviews and conversations with creative sector organisations and the
young creatives who engaged in this work we have developed a series of
recommendations for Create Sheffield/ the sector to take forward in relation to youth
engagement and youth voice work...

Increase capacity and funding for 'youth voice' work - the value of participation and youth
voice to both young people, organisations carrying out participation work, and wider
communities is well evidenced. It does however take time, capacity and a particular skill-set,
that organisations do not always have. As such, it cannot be an 'add-on' to someone's role,
but needs to be built into core funding to recognise the value of this work and to be able to
really achieve more meaningful and sustainable youth voice across the sector. In order to
truly commit to youth voice work, organisations need to commit funding and capacity to it. 

Recognise and value the importance of the 'youth work approach' - working with young
people is in itself a skill, a learnable one, but a skill in it's own right. Whilst some
organisations were confident in working with young people creatively, working with young
people as young people with their own experiences, own starting point, and own 
engagement barriers to overcome was not always something people had the capacity to
do, or vast experience around. To truly engage young people they need to be engaged
holistically and there is a real value in the youth work approach to engaging young people.
Central to this is the time to build relationships with young people, and capacity to sustain
and grow these relationships. 

Widen engagement out into community settings - several organisations primarily engaged
with young people within a school setting. Whilst this work is vital it is also important to
widen engagement out into the community more in order to increase diversity of
engagement, create a more accessible space and culture in which young people can
engage, and take these spaces to young people, rather than expecting young people to
come to the space. 
  
Diversify - whilst organisations did aim to engage a wide range of young people in their
work, there were certainly gaps in terms of diversity. Young people said they felt that the
staff often reflected the demographics and that it was important to diversify the ‘workforce’
as much as it was to look at diversifying their youth engagement. At the same time we need
to not look at any particular 'community' as homogenous and be mindful of this when
targeting particular communities, and consider intersectionality within this.  
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Recommendations
Create a culture change - whilst we know of the countless benefits to young people of
being engaged in the arts, perceptions of ‘art’ and ‘creativity’ can in their own right be a
barrier to young people's engagement, with some feeling ‘is this for me?’, ‘do I fit’? This is
exacerbated by the education system and society in general and the way art is perceived
and valued (or devalued). There needs to be a shift at a range of levels (locally, nationally,
across systems). Young people can be instigators themselves of such change and are part
of the solution. By enabling young people to truly engage in the sector, and supporting
them to develop skills such as facilitation, influencing and campaigning they can help lead
this culture shift.

Open up space and opportunities for young people - there needs to be more opportunities
for young people to develop and progress within the creative sector, as opposed to just
being offered projects to engage in/with. The sector was seen as difficult to ‘get into’ and
young people felt that if there were more young people working in such organisations this
would help with further youth engagement. They spoke of the value of 'peer support' and
'peer facilitators' and opening up the creative space more to younger generations. 

Challenge the idea of 'expert' or 'artist' - linked to the above, young people felt that they
were often not yet seen as 'experienced enough' or recognised as 'artists' and this
prevented them from engaging and progressing. Similarly some organisations said they
wanted to platform the work of young people, but that this needed to be of a certain
standard to be exhibited or showcased. There needs to be a shift in thinking around what
'good art' looks/ feels like to open up space for young people to discover their inner-
creativity and engage more within the artistic/creative world.

Strengthen networks - organisations spoke about the difficulties they had capacity wise
with things such as building partnerships, establishing participation offers, getting the right
processes and paperwork in place to work with young people etc. By looking at how the
sector could work together more, share learning, resources, and skills this could increase
capacity to the sector as a whole. Create Sheffield would be well placed to help build and
grow these networks.

Several of the organisational representatives spoke of the benefits of building partnerships
with youth sector organisations in order to widen their youth engagement. These
partnerships were of mutual benefit to arts organisations as well as the young people
engaging in the youth sector and it would be great to see more partnerships developed
such as these and capacity put in place to enable this. 
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Recommendations

Take time to test out different models of participation - there are some really great
examples of participation and youth voice practice across the sector that could be built on
and better connected. Several organisations spoke of the benefits of having 'youth steering
group(s)' both internally for organisations as well as the potential for some form of 'youth
voice' group for the wider sector, however recognised that there would be other models to
explore too. There was a desire amongst organisations for current youth voice work to be
better linked, and for there to be a youth steering group' across the sector, that was more
representative of the diversity of young people living in the city. 

Build upon and develop the young creatives group - the young creatives group offers a
good starting point with which to engage other young people in youth voice work and for
beginning to test out different models of youth participation across the sector that can be
built upon. The young people have begun to look at and develop their knowledge and
understanding of group work, participation and influencing work and are keen to develop
their facilitation skills in order to engage other young people in youth voice work. 

The young creatives were particularly keen to look at diversity in relation to youth voice and
were very mindful that they are a small group, with an interest in the arts, and by that nature
are not representative of all young people across Sheffield. They were very keen for
diversity to be widened, both across the sector, as well as within the group and felt this was
something that needed to be well considered were a steering group of some sorts to be
established going forward (as detailed on page 24).
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  Can you tell us a bit about your organisation’s work with young people?

  How do you currently engage with young people?   

  Who  are you working in partnership with? 

  What are the demographics of the young people who are engaged with

your project? 

  How do you ensure you try to engage with ‘hard to reach’ groups of

young people? Are there any barriers to this engagement?

  What is your understanding of participation/ ‘youth voice’ and the

difference between these? 

  Going off this definition do you feel that you currently do any ‘youth

voice’ activity with young people?

  If yes, can you tell us some positive or best practice examples of your

work, as well as any challenges you face in this? 

  If you don’t currently do any participation or youth voice activity, what

would you like to do around this area of work (in an ideal world!)?

  We are currently looking at setting up a ‘youth voice’ group to

participate at all levels of Create Sheffield’s work. Are you working with

any young people who you think might be interested in getting involved

in this in any way?

   Is there anything else that you would like to add/ contribute/ say?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Appendicies

I'll just ask you a few
questions about your

organisation...

Appendicies
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Group agreement 

Welcome multiple viewpoints, speak
from your own experience by using "I

statements". Ask questions to understand
the sources of disagreements.

Group agreements (not rules!) help to create safe and caring spaces that will enhance
any group activity. 

They serve as a set of clear, co-created guidelines to help participants feel
comfortable with each other in an atmosphere of safety, respect and trust.

 Everyone shares the responsibility for the experience and once developed, a group
can regularly re-visit the agreements to see if they are still working and make changes

if issues come up.

Here are some examples for things to include in a group agreement:

Own your intentions and your
impacts, respect other's

experiences and feelings by taking
responsibility for the effects of your
words. On the other side, if you have
a strong reaction to something, let

the group know. Be open in
dialogue.

Work to recognise your privileges. Use this
space to recognise and investigate your

privileges (for example: class, gender, sexual
orientation, ethnicity, ability). Honor the

different experiences we all bring to this
space.

Task risks: Lean into discomfort, we
are all in process. Challenge yourself
to contribute even if it is not perfectly

formulated.

Step back, share speaking time and
try to speak after others who have

not spoken.

Notice + name group dynamics in the
moment, we are all responsible for
this space. Be aware of how others
are responding or not responding.
Ask for a "time out" or dialogue if

needed.

Actively listen, use your energy to
listen to what is said before thinking
about how to respond. Notice when

defensiveness and denial arise.

Confidentiality, share the message,
not the messenger.

Break it down, use simple language +
background information when necessary.

Ask for clarification if needed.

Many of these are from a great resource called the
Braver Spaces policy which we can share with you.
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Theories of groupwork
and reflection

Aims

Method

Objectives

Implementation

Evaluation

Storming

NormingPerforming

Adjourning

Forming

Needs

Tuckman  1965 

NAOMIE model of
reflection

Theory  of group development and the change in
dynamics within a group over time. 

 (the green cycle)

Reflective practice 
Reflective practice is where after a session, piece of work or

period of time an individual or group sits down to discuss
how it went in and review if any changes need to be made.

This practice is really beneficial as it promotes constant
personal and group development, learning from past

experiences and making sure future ones are even better.

Relook over what the original aims &
activities were
What worked well?
What didn't work so well? & what can
be changed to help this in the future?
Other reflections

A systematic approach by which you can check that
what you want to do is worth doing, find out which

things are feasible, get things arranged properly, use 
 resources efficiently, learn from both success and

failure. (the orange cycle)
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NAOMIE model of
reflection

A systematic approach by which you can check that what you want to do is worth doing, find out which
things are feasible, get things arranged properly, use  resources efficiently, learn from both success

and failure. (the cycle)

N

A

O

M

I

E

What is the NEED?
Of the group?

Of Members?

What do I/we AIM to do about this?
What do I/we want to do? Why?

What specific OBJECTIVES can be set?
What will others be able tyo do as a result?

How will effectiveness be measured?

What exactly will be the end result?

What is the best METHOD to achieve the desired results?

How do I/we  IMPLIMENT the plan?

How do I/we EVALUATE the plan?

Were the objectives met?

What went well?

Changes for next time?
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You have the big  picture, the
frame that needs to be filled in,
you need to see                           

 the final                                  
 product &                                  
 work with the                             
 end in mind.                                

 You don't get a                     
 project started  until                  
 you are clear                            
 about the                                    

 final product .                  

NSEW group member type
North Acting - "Let's do it": Likes to act,

try things, plunge in

South

East

West
Paying attention to detail-  likes to
know the who, what, when, where
and why before acting

Speculating- likes to look at the big
picture and the possibilities before acting

Caring- Likes to know that everyone's feelings
have been taken into consideration and that
their voices have been heard
 before acting

You take charge, have a list of things to do
and you need to get started and get them
done. You get assignments in early. You

drive the work and get it done

You take information, slow us down &
   make sure everyone's voice is heard. 
You include everyone and make sure the
human side is nurtured. You make sure the
emotional side of the our work is heard.

You ask the hard questions, live
by inquiry, challenge us to

identify the details, you don't
start a project until you are
clear about the details, you

make our picture more
complete. You engage
thoughtful discourse.
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Roger Hart - Ladder of
Participation

1) Manipulation
  Adults use young people to strengthen a cause and pretend
that the cause is young person led.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

2) Decoration
Young people are used to strengthen a cause, although adults
do not pretend that the cause is young person led.

3) Tokenism
Young people appear to be given a voice, but in fact have little
or no choice about what they do or how they participate.

4) Assigned, but informed
Young people are given a specific role and informed about how
and why they are being involved. 

5) Consulted and informed
Young people are consulted on adult initiated projects. The
young people are informed about how their input will be used
and the outcomes of the decisions made by adults. 

6) Adult led, decisions are shared with young people
Adults initiate projects but the decision-making is shared with
young people.

 7) Young person led and directed
Young people initiate and direct a project.Adult role is
supportive as motivator/mentor. 

 8) Young person led, shared decisions with adults
Young people initiate projects and decision-making is shared
between young people and adults. These projects empower
young people while at the same time enable them to access
and learn from the life experience and expertise of adults. 

No
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WIPPY

Honesty

Project Details Name:
Cantact Details:

Purpose

Start:
Finish:
Evaluation:
Feedback:

Important dates

Can:

Can't:

What we want to find out?

How will we record what happens?

How will we ensure accessible, open and transparent communication?

What can/can't be changed?

Communication

How will we feedback?
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WIPPY
Realism

What commitments can we make and honour?

What commitments will we expect from children/ young people?

What will we do to ensure hard to reach groups are involved and heard?

How much time, money and resources will be needed?

Inclusion

What level of staff support and time is needed?
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WIPPY
Respect

How will views be acted upon and decision making power shared?

What rewards and recognition will be given?

How will we support young people in the process?

Recognition

What skills could be gained?
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Hot Air BalloonBasket

Balloon

Tethering Ropes

Above the balloon

Crosswinds

Who needs to be on board?

What needs to be in
place for the project to

take off?

What is holding it
back?

What will really make
it fly?

What might blow the project off
course?
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The problem tree
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+

Want to find out more?
Get in touch!

www.chilypep.org.uk
www.createsheffield.co.uk


